As mathematicians we will…

As historians we will…

In PSHE we will…



Research the history of Canvey Island.



Learn about ourselves and our relationships.



Use artefacts to help us learn about the past.





Order events in chronological order.

Learn about how we are growing and
changing.



Create a news report about the 1953 Canvey
Island flood.



Learn about place value.



Understand the value of 100s, 10s and 1s.



Read, write and compare digits.



Partition numbers.



Represent numbers in different ways.



Learn our number bonds to 20.



Add and subtract numbers.

As artists we will…



Write our own number sentences.



Experiment with primary and secondary colours.



Use mental methods to add and subtract



To use diagrams to add and subtract



Paint landscapes of our community in the
style of the local artists Sheila Appleton.



To add and subtract using column method





To add 3 numbers

Explore the natural world around us through
collage, frottage and sculpture.

Autumn — Our Community

Our end outcome will be…
To take part in a beach clear up with the Friends of
Concord Beach.

As geographers we will…

As designers and makers we
will…




Learn about the people
who help us in our community, the jobs they do
and the vehicles the use.
Design, create and evaluate our own emergency services vehicle.

As scientists we will…


Explore, identify and name a range
of every day materials.



Discuss the properties of everyday
materials and group them accordingly.



Identify and compare the suitability
of everyday materials for different
jobs based on their properties.

As readers and writers we will…


Write a persuasive letter to the Evening
Echo.



Create an informative poster.



Write a recount of a beach clear up.



To produce a job advert.



To read non fiction texts to enhance
our understanding of why we should
look after the world around us.



Learn about our local community.



Locate where we live on a
range of maps.



Learn about map symbols
and use this knowledge to
create our own map of the
school.



Compare and contrast Canvey Island to other Islands.

